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Butter pound cake recipe with cream cheese

Daily Food, December 2003 Instructions Checklist You can also bake dough with 4 quart tube or bundt pan. Increase cooking time by about 5 minutes. 594 Ratings 5 star values: 130 4 star values: 204 3 star values: 163 2 star values: 76 1 star values: 21 01/17/2020 Delicious. Everyone
loves it. Easy to do. Would like to try the bundt pan, but variations it says 4 quart tube or bundt. Seems awfully great. Is that right? Thank you. 01/10/2019 I have made this cake more than ten times. Always perfect in my tube pan. Sometimes I frost it with chocolate icing or just powdered
sugar. I even made a black and white poured fondant-type frosting and everyone enjoyed it. So easy to take and fix the grower. 09/07/2018 It was amazing, its my second time making it I've used homemade butter and local cream cheese, and I added only 1 cup of sugar. thanks for its great
recipe, easy to follow in the direction of the great 06/30/2018 This recipe is easy to make as there are only six ingredients and easy to follow instructions. It is delicious to eat at any time for snacks or dessert after meals. It is almost impossible to make a mistake, because the instructions are
written perfectly. In fact, the recipe is easy to memorize, and you don't need to read it every time you bake. 02/17/2018 This is the most important cake I've ever baked. I've never changed a thing, but I've considered adding dried currant to one of the cakes before baking. Thank you for
perfection! 01/18/2018 I love cake with crusty goats! I love eating hard, crunchy food. It really was delightfully sweet and browned up well. It was a sweet, porous texture store bought pound cake, but with tons more crunch!!!! Not sure why, but that's what 3 cakes instead of 2, maybe I don't
fill the pans enough? The dough was thick, so maybe I should have pushed it over? Anyway, since I had the 3rd cake, I added some lemon zest and sour cream, and that's nice. I think cream cheese was the main ingredient to the moisturizing of this cake! Wonderful!!! 07/25/2017 This is



absolutely the best pound cake recipe I've tried. The crust was a little crunchy, the cake was moist and oh so delicious! I'm shaking my head at the changes some posters have made because I don't change a thing! It's perfection! 02/16/2017 The recipe is correct as written like salt and no
leavening. I've made this cake for many years and worked fine until I moved to a high elevation. I now live at 5,000 feet of elevation and had to adjust accordingly. For example, less sugar, more vanilla and flour. There is no more than a beat puzzle, too much air dough at high altitude is not
good. Raise the temp to 375, just for heating, then turn to 350 for baking time. Check after 50 minutes. 12/17/2015 IS A MISTAKE BECAUSE THERE IS NO WAY IT SHOULD SAY 2 TSP SALT!!!!! 06/21/2015 Do we need to adjust the cooking time if we use a glass Pyrex loaf dish? Do you
nonstick metal? Thank you. On 3 April 2015, I carried out this too sweet, although I've cut sugar 1/2 cup. I recommend maybe the sugar should be reduced to 2 cup only and add 1 tablespoon or more of lemon juice to their balance. But the cake has a unique texture, it is crumbly, but it is
buttery and also the skin of the cake is incredibly crisp and sweet. 03/01/2015 I have made this recipe every Christmas since 2003. It's a family favorite and delicious pound cake. I have had people who love pound cake tell me it's the best they have ever been. 02/28/2015 No leaving ? This
recipe is missing 1/2 teaspoon of baking powder. 05/17/2014 This cake was great and I thought GREAT! I think I had two loaf pans when, at the last minute, I realized i didn't i used the bundt pan as suggested and would cook it for an extended period of time during cooking. I didn't make a
change to the recipe and it was fantastic. One would think that the cream cheese pound cake wouldn't need gilding, but I added mascereated strawberries with a splash of balsamic and some fresh whipped cream, and it was a hit. I already had recipe requests. TY MS!!! 03/20/2014
Amazing! Great tang of cream cheese. Perfect pound cake texture and crust. Great fried butter and with strawberry sauce. 03/14/2014 This is my go for a cake.. in so many cases. It can be easily dressed up and is perfect not to fail the recipe. I love this pound cake! 04/27/2013 I haven't
made this yet, but shouldn't this recipe have some leavening in it. Maybe 2 tsp baking powder? Otherwise, I hope it would be very dense and therefore take a very long time to bake at a lower temperature. 03/30/2013 This recipe looks good, and the dough even tastes good.. But after
baking it had a strong egg taste on it.. (kind of like custard). It wasn't good at all. I'm not sure what happened. maybe it needs a lot of vanilla. It looks pretty... the texture is good, it even rotated quite well. .not sure what I'm going to do with it. . maybe throw it out. :( 02/20/2013 I've
experienced a cook and I've baked hundreds of cakes in my life, and this recipe was a real disappointment. I followed the instructions directly on the tee, but the end result was two cakes, which were sentimental in the middle and the outside- top, bottom and side. I use one aluminum pan
and one pyrex, tested with toothpick and tented tops when golden. Nevertheless, I got the same bad result for both. 02/09/2013 Does anyone have any tips for baking this cake at 7,000 feet? Usually one bumps up wet ingredients and tones down baking powder, etc. 02/07/2013 I made this
recipe using my bunt pan and baked 1 h. pound cake came out great! :). So yummy! 01/27/2013 Forgot to add in my review that I baked it in a Bundt pan. Just butter and flour it before I pour the dough. Cooked it for about 70 minutes. Came out perfect! 01/27/2013 I don't know what's better,
dough or cake! LOVE this recipe. I'm at sea level and it bakes perfectly. Damp, gentle, flavorful Delish. 09/30/2012 09/30/2012 beautiful recipe. As I was baking a pound of cake, the first time got a fantastic recipe. I used 3, 7 inch pans and came out perfectly. Love it:) Thx for the recipe.
06/07/2012 This pound cake was so delicious! Everyone liked it and it would really taste better the next day after being more moist and buttery when it has cooled down. I will continue to do so. 03/07/2011 I used cake flour when I made this cake and it was like eating a cloud. Very good and
light! 03/02/2011 I've been making this cake for a few years now, its always a winner. Do it memorize too. 12/24/2010 This is a very rich cake. My aunt told me to bake it bake it 325 instead of 350, and it worked fine. She also recommended 2 1/2 cups of sugar instead of 3 cups. Most people
will love this cake. 08/01/2010 why mine is not as high as the picture????? 04/09/2010 This is the best pound cake EVER.... I will never use other pond cake recipes again. 11/05/2009 Did anyone try to make these cupcakes? If so, how long do you cook for them? I want to have a birthday
party for my daughter. 03/29/2009 This is the best pound cake ever. I've been looking for this recipe that my friend made years ago . . . it's much better. 03/10/2009 This is the best pound cake we loved it, buttery and rich. I added a bag of mini chocolate chips and it was wonderful!
01/30/2009 My family loves this recipe! 01/03/2009 This is the pound cake I have been looking for. Great recipe to pass through generations. 12/30/2008 Easy, delicious, and moist cakes! 10/13/2008 I love this recipe, it's a staple for me and everyone always loves it. 08/18/2008 This is a
simple recipe. I have had this recipe passed on in my family for years and it is always a favorite! Change the extract to produce your favorite flavor pound cake or add nuts. Just remember to add about 15 minutes to the cooking time if you add nuts. I cook this cake at 300 degrees in 1 h. 30
minutes in a tube pan. 07/01/2008 This recipe has been used in my family for years and years (long before Martha published it). I bake it in a tube pan for 1 hr for 25 minutes ( © Copyright 2020 marthastewart.com. All rights reserved. Printed from 12/30/2020, this link is to an external site
that may or may not comply with accessibility guidelines. 04/06/2004 I've been making this pound cake for years, with only a slight change. Increase vanilla to 1 1/2 tesp or 2tsp, (your choice) I use 2. Start with ROOM TEMPERATURE butter,(REAL butter) cream cheese and eggs, which
makes for easier mixing and more creamy results, and using cake flour (cup cup) gives it a more velvet-type texture. I also add eggs one by one and make sure each of them is completely mixed before adding the next one. And baking time really depends on how true your oven temp is.
Sometimes it can take two hours for this cake to bake if your oven is below 325, but baking is at a higher temperature outside, but not in. Tough? Yes. Worth the effort? Oh yes! Yes! Patient with mixing and you will have the best pound cake you will ever eat. It stands alone, or you can top it
with what you want. Just the best good old fashion comfort dessert. 10/29/2008 Great! I made this cake (with only 2 adjustments) on my boss's birthday yesterday, and absolutely everyone devoured it and asked for a prescription. In fact, one woman almost cried when she took her first bite-
she said it tasted like her mother's pound cake from decades ago! The only change I made was to reduce the sugar to 2 1/2 cups, and add some almond extract along with vanilla. Also, just a note, but the swan's down cake flour is just flour that I'll use for pound cakes. It gives the cake very
fine crumbs without the need to sift. Another comment: for those people who have cooked raw dough in their finished cakes, make sure your butter and cream cheese are both true at room temperature. Otherwise, the cream cheese doesn't get mixed and never baked on top, no matter how
long you leave it in the oven. If your crust burned before the cake was completely cooked, either the oven was too hot, or your oven didn't circulate hot air (convection oven). Use a thermometer to tell you what your oven's exact temperature is, and turn the cake every 20-25 minutes if it's an
older oven. 01/08/2004 I don't give very many 5 star ratings unless the recipe is truly the best. This pound cake deserves all 5 stars! This could probably be the best pound cake I have ever made... but I did tweak it a bit. I used 1-1/4 cup butter and 1/4 cup buttermilk. Buttermilk is a secret
ingredient of mine that I like to use instead of regular milk called a recipe. It makes your cakes, muffins and breads very moist. This recipe didn't require any liquid, but I did add a little to that moisturizer. I also added a tsp of lemon extract dough along with vanilla. The lemon aroma was very
light, but gave it a little something special. Perfect recipe! Thank you very much Nanci. 10/14/2005 This great pound cake! The texture is truly like velvet. It was gold on the outside, creamy white on the in. And it was just delicious. I've found that good pound cakes are not hard to make, but
they require some care in making them. You can't rush the mixing process. (If you have one, use a tripod mixer with paddle attachment to get the best result.) Beat butter and cream cheese until it looks silky. Add sugar to a slow stream with the mixer still running and beat until it is full and
fluffy. It takes a good time, but that's how you get a lighter cake. Butter, cheese, sugar and egg mixture should mix well, because once you add the flour, you are just mixing to include. Beating flour will create a mess. I followed someone else's suggestion and exchanged 1/4 cup buttermilk. I
baked in the cold oven as I always made a pound of cake, and was nice Outside. 07/24/2006 I'm not sure exactly to assess it. I took it saturday for a party on Sunday and cooked it for 1 hour 20 minutes as stated (I used a bundt pan). I checked it with a toothpick for doneness and it came
out clean. Imagine my horror when I went to cut it 20 minutes before the party to find that it was raw in the middle. I have never had this experience with cake before and I bake often. Because the taste, the edge I could taste was great, but watching your time so you won't be coding at the
last minute like I did yesterday. And the toothpick test doneness is obviously not an exact pound cake. :-( 08/16/2007 This cake was absolutely phenomenal. I use two loaf pans. I mix sugar in cream butter and cream cheese in thin streams, then add one egg at a time (make sure the egg is
at room temp). To refresh things up a bit, I filled a loaf pan about a third way up, and sprinkled some raspberries. Then I topped up more dough to fully cover the raspberries. Raspberries were a delightful surprise! See my photo to see how it looks. It not only adds a refreshing touch, but
also looks beautiful when cut. Absolutely gorgeous cake! 03/17/2007 Delicious! I made the recipe as stated for the first time and it was great. The second time, however, I decided to tweak it a little. I prepared the dough as stated, then I added 1/4 cup buttermilk and 2 tsp pure lemon extract
because I love lemon pound cake. I also yummy glaze from 2/3 cup melted margarine, 3 cups confectioner sugar, and 1.5tsp lemon extract. It has a slightly crisp glaze when it sets, and margarine is just the right amount of salt to compensate for the sweetness of the cake. 11/24/2010 I've
made this cake twice.. and both times it turned out great the first time I replace 1/2 stick butter 1/4 cup buttermilk as another poster suggested.. which made it very moist, but it was still very dense.. the second time I subsituted buttermilk again and also I left out another 1/2 stick of butter and
added 1/2 cup of sour cream... it was the perfect combination.. it made the cake light and fluffy with great flavor.. no cake lasted 24 hours in my house... to make it simple . I used 2 sticks of butter, 1/4 cup buttermilk, and 1/2 cup of sour cream. and I creamed it all along with cream cheese..
04/30/2006 I have used this recipe for several years. My husband yearned his mom's pound cake and unfortunately no one seems to have her special recipe. I was looking for many years until I found this one church cookbook, which he feels is just like Mom's. In our family cookbook it was
voted The Best Ever Pound Cake. Others might be interested in the changes I have made by adding nuts to this cake. Cut the flour to 2 cups and add one cup of pecans with your hands at the end. For several years I've reduced sugar to 2 cups and haven't missed it. But if you like
chocolate chips or clysing your pound cake then most likely want to save 3 cups of sugar recipe. I also start baking in a cold oven, my grandmother said it made the crust true. I'm not sure if there is any truth to this or just an old wife's story, but the cake turns out great! A certain family
favorite. 1 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III R. Smith 2 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III CarmenReyes 3 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Keisha Rivers 4 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Paula Davis 5 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III rblake 6 6 379 Cream Cheese
Pound Cake III Eddie Rios-Stroud 7 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Jillian Kuhlmann 8 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III cook-aka-mama 9 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Kat 10 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III TANAQUIL 11 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III sherri 12
379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Joy 13 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III MP McDonald 14 of 3 79 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Mrs.Solomon 15 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III MissLissa 16 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III missy 17 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound III
Sarah Dipity 18 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Ivana Andrews 19 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III JP Taylor 20 of 379 Cream Cheese Pound Cake III Lawrence Durant Durant
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